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ABSTRACT

Harmonisation is a practice whereby the harmoniser, who is centered in silent prayer, opens and nourishes the subject's chakras, using touch. This technique has been widely used since 1983, with substantial anecdotal evidence about its benefits, but no published, peer-reviewed data. This preliminary study aimed to discover if standard physiological measuring techniques can detect any significant changes in the central and autonomic nervous systems and the cardiopulmonary system during harmonisation. A simple, comparative design was used, with one experimental group of 20 self-selecting, healthy women, naive to harmonisation. The results were compared with reference data, matched for age and gender, from non-intervention control studies conducted by the same experimenters in the same neurophysiological laboratory. An 80-minute recording session determined baseline, intervention and stabilization measurements of electroencephalographic, electrocardiographic, and respiratory data. A significant lowering of brain activity was found during the opening phase of harmonisation, implying a state of increased mental focus coupled with a sense of calmness and relaxation, while significant changes to heart beat/respiration ratios were observed during the nourishing phase. This suggests that different physiological processes affecting the central and autonomic nervous systems and the cardiopulmonary system may occur during different phases of harmonisation.
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INTRODUCTION

With the advent of technology sensitive enough to measure biomagnetic energy, there has been a sharp increase of scientific interest in human biofields. Hunt describes a continuous, low amplitude, high frequency electromagnetic system emanating from atoms and cells, forming a pool of electromagnetic energy around a person that allows energy exchange. Pert postulates that these energy emanations are created when ligands bind with receptors in the body. Large, pulsating bio-magnetic fields and heat have been discovered emanating from the hands of meditating therapists using qigong and other contemplative practices.

Studies exploring the effects of energy and touch practices have shown physiological changes to occur in the brain, heart, muscles, respiration and skin conductance. Other studies examining the mechanisms behind these practices have explored the possibility that endocrine glands could convert external energy such as sound, light and electromagnetism into electrical and chemical energy. These subtle energies may travel through the body via "alternate nervous systems." Pert proposes a chemical, non-synaptic communication between the cells; while the slow-firing, direct current of the peri-neural system of myelinated nerve fibers has been described by a number of researchers. Both systems are global and regulate processes throughout the organism, as opposed to the specific activities of the alternating current in the central nervous system.

Oschman says that each molecule, cell, tissue and organ has an ideal resonant frequency that coordinates its activities, and that complementary therapists manipulate and balance these vibratory circuits. This concept is analogous to string theory from physics, which holds that matter consists of minute, vibrating strings, and that sub-atomic "particles" are different notes plucked on the same string.

Touch practitioners typically focus their attention through meditation or prayer. The effects of subtle energy and focused consciousness on the human system have been well documented. Contemporary research supports the idea that consciousness is the highest form of energy, integrally involved with the life process.
The purpose of this preliminary study is to discover whether harmonisation is associated with measurable changes in the central and autonomic nervous
systems and the cardio-pulmonary system, using standard physiological measuring techniques.

METHOD

The study was undertaken at the University of Technology Sydney Acupuncture Research Laboratory (UTS-ARL). Approval for the study was granted by the UTS Human Ethics Research Committee, and it was conducted in accordance to the ethical standards set forth in the Helsinki Declaration (revised 2000).

SUBJECTS

Twenty healthy, women aged 19 to 50 years, recruited from the local community. Subjects taking pharmaceutical medication or with hypertension, cardiovascular or respiratory disease, were excluded from the self-selecting volunteers. All were naïve to harmonisation.

RESEARCH MODEL

A simple, comparative study using reference control data. All 20 participants were allocated to the intervention group. A continuous 80-minute recording of electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG), and respiration was conducted. For the purpose of analysis using a repeated measures model, recording sessions were divided into four 20-minute intervals. This model has been developed and validated in the UTS-ARL. It allows for inter-subject analysis, and provides baseline values for intra-subject comparisons. It permits adequate time to collect sufficient data for meaningful analysis of the physiological measures, avoiding a common shortcoming in many physiology studies.

A “reference control” data base was used for comparisons, consisting of measurements of 30 healthy women aged between 20 and 50 years, from non-intervention control groups in previous acupuncture studies in this laboratory. They
were measured on the same physiological, psychological and time parameters, by the same experimenters using the same instruments as in the present study. This allowed evaluation of the essential statistical trends in the experimental variables.

**EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS**

The UTS-ARL is equipped with custom designed software/virtual instrumentation integrated with high gain *Isolation Bio2* and *EEG8* amplifiers (Contact Precision Instruments, UK). All electrophysiological signals are amplified and digitized using plug-in A/D converters *E6023* (National Instrument, US). Chest and abdominal respiration was measured by custom designed, electronic/mechanical sensors attached to a body harness. The recording equipment allows for simultaneous, real-time, multi-channel acquisition of ECG, EEG, EOG and respiration signals.

The Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory form Y (STAI-Y) was used to measure participant anxiety.35 This well validated and reliable instrument has separate, self-reporting scales for state and trait anxiety.

The custom designed computer software used to record the physiological measures also processed these data. Data were then analyzed for statistical significance using Statistica (StatSoft, US) statistical analysis software.

**PROCEDURE**

To ensure comparable measures of heart rate, no food, coffee or alcohol were taken in the two hours before the intervention. Participants read a brief description of the procedure and completed both STAI-Y State and Trait questionnaires. An EEG cap was fitted for taking unipolar recordings from bilateral frontal, central and temporal locations F3, F4, C3, C4, T7 and T8, according to the 10-20 system of the International EEG Nomenclature. Electrodes for EOG were placed above and below the right eye (vertical movement) and posterior to the outer canthus of both eyes (horizontal movement). ECG was measured via three electrodes on the torso, using a Lead II configuration with two electrodes placed below the clavicles and a third over the left, tenth rib.
The participants, lying supine, were asked to close their eyes and relax, but to avoid using any meditation techniques. Each session consisted of 20 minutes rest for baseline measures, 40 minutes of harmonisation, then 20 minutes of rest for stabilization measures. The phase of harmonisation which opens the chakras was conducted during the second interval and the phase which nourishes them during the third interval. At the end of the procedure, participants completed a STAI-Y State questionnaire and wrote a brief description of their experience. For the reference controls, the same procedure was followed, but with no intervention.

The same person conducted all 20 harmonisations, silently praying the three prayers of the Rosary throughout the procedure. The intervention involved gentle, circular movements to open and then nourish the chakras. The movements were made on the face, under each clavicle, over the solar plexus, on each side of the abdomen and over the feet and legs. At one stage, the harmoniser blew over the solar plexus.

To replicate harmonisation, it is necessary first to receive at least six months of spiritual preparation with the international organization Invitation to Life. This preparation culminates in attending a two-day seminar, after which the harmonisation's gestures are taught by demonstration and word of mouth. It is regularly reviewed to make sure that the procedure is followed accurately.30,31

DATA ANALYSIS

The measurement point for each of the physiological parameters was the average value for each 20-minute interval. Data were analyzed using analysis of variance with repeated measures (ANOVA).

Changes in heart activity were assessed using ECG heart rate variability data and changes in heart rhythms, by a power spectrum analysis of heart tachogram readings, using standard computational techniques. Respiration frequency and amplitude were calculated for each of the four intervals. The ratio between heart beat and respiration frequencies indicated synchronization between the heart and lungs. EEG data were analyzed using power spectrum analysis.
Previous studies from the UTS-ARL found a median STAI-Y State anxiety raw score of 30 for healthy female participants with no anxiety disorders. The post-harmonisation scores in the present study fell into two clear groups above and below this point, with no overlap of scores. Therefore, for the purposes of analysis, a raw score of 30 was used to define relatively “higher” and “lower” post-State anxiety scores within the experimental group (Table I). Raw State and Trait anxiety scores were converted to T-scores, adjusted for age and gender. T-scores have a mean of 50 with an average range of 40 to 60. The low average range was set at 35 to 39 and high average range at 61 to 65, following guidelines in Spreen and Strauss.36

RESULTS

BRAIN ACTIVITY

No significant differences were found in measurements between the left and right sides of the brain.

A number of statistically significant reductions in brain activity were found, with the main effects occurring during the “opening” phase of harmonisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonization condition:</th>
<th>N = 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Scores Range:</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Scores Range:</td>
<td>35-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference control condition:</th>
<th>N = 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raw Scores Range:</td>
<td>20-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Scores Range:</td>
<td>35-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Over the temporal area, there were significant reductions in beta activity ($p = 0.008$, Figure 1) and in theta activity ($p = 0.02$, Figure 2). There was also a highly significant reduction in beta activity over the central area ($p = 0.0003$, Figure 3). Alpha activity was significantly lower over the frontal area ($p = 0.033$, Figure 4). These findings are summarized in Table II. No significant differences were found in delta wave activity that could be attributed to harmonisation.

**HEART RHYTHM**

There was no significant change in heart rate across the four intervals, with a baseline mean value of 59.0 beats per minutes (SD 6.2). Both sympathetic and parasympathetic components of heart rate variability also remained unchanged.
Figure 2. Theta wave activity at T8—significant change occurring during the opening phase of harmonisation (second interval).

ANXIETY LEVEL

Two subjects had Trait T-scores of 61 and 65 respectively, indicating proneness to the higher range of average anxiety, while the remaining participants had personality Trait scores that fell within the normal range for their cohort (T-scores 40 to 60). State anxiety T-scores all fell in the normal range except for one participant, who had a post-harmonisation T-score of 62. However, her Trait T-score was 61, indicating she was no more anxious than usual. Analysis of variance revealed no significant difference between State anxiety ratings prior to and after the procedure that could be attributed to harmonisation. The STAI State scores were then used as a factor in analyzing other experimental variables (Table I).
RESPIRATION

The average respiration frequency for intervals two, three and four were unaffected compared to the baseline interval (14.0 per minute, SD 3.2). Nor was the amplitude of respiration movement significantly altered. However, the measure of synchronization between heart rhythm and respiration revealed an unexpected trend. While none of the State anxiety scores exceeded the high-average range, those subjects who had relatively higher post-treatment scores \( (n = 5) \), had a lower ratio between heartbeat and respiration during the nourishing and final resting phases of the experiment \( (p < 0.014; \text{Figure 5}) \).

SUBJECTIVE REPORTS OF THE EXPERIENCE OF HARMONISATION

Of the twenty participants who were harmonised, one did not write a subjective report. Each of the nineteen subjects reported feeling either calm or relaxed
or both; one women reported that she sensed “a presence who was supporting me.” Other testimonies included visual imagery, and sensations of floating and heat.

Ten subjects commented on sleep, although these experiences were not evident in the EOG readings.

Nine participants differentiated the harmonisation experience from the pre and post baseline measurement periods and reported focussed awareness such as mild discomfort or awareness of the electrodes or the hand movements of the harmoniser.

**DISCUSSION**

Despite clear limitations due to the relatively small number of subjects, this preliminary study presents some interesting findings.
Although no significant changes were found in heart rhythm or respiratory frequency, the heart rate to respiration ratio among those who reported “higher” post-harmonisation STAI-Y scores was significantly lower during the nourishing phase of harmonisation and the stabilization period. Relatively higher STAI-Y State scores that still fall in the average range (i.e. not significantly anxious) could be interpreted as a relatively higher state of alertness. This is consistent with these participants’ descriptions of the experience, such as: “my mind was very active for a lot of the session.”

A decrease in the number of heartbeats per one respiration is indicative of parasympathetic regulation by the autonomic nervous system. Synchronization of respiratory and cardiovascular central rhythms has been shown to have favorable effects on cardiovascular and respiratory function. Therefore, the nourishing phase of harmonisation may positively influence heart beat/respiration ratios, particularly when coupled with relative alertness. These results are consistent with David’s comments that harmonisation induced a relaxed state of active, receptive consciousness; and with the reports of beneficial physiological changes through harmonisation and other touch and energy practices.

In the reference control group there was an increase in frontal alpha activity during the initial period, which habituated for the rest of the session. This was consistent with expectations, given that subjects lay still with closed eyes.
throughout the session. Patterns in the harmonisation group however, were contrary to expectation, with a significant decrease of frontal alpha activity during the opening phase, which attenuated over the nourishing and stabilization phases. This initial decrease of alpha activity is difficult to interpret, given the participants' reports of feeling calm and relaxed, and that research on the influences of touch therapies on brain activity typically describe increases in alpha.20,22 It seems that this result may imply some kind of focussed alertness, also evident in the pattern of significantly reduced temporal theta activity during the opening phase of harmonisation. Increased theta activity is associated with drowsiness or deep meditation.37 The findings of reduced alpha and theta activity are certainly not consistent with either sleep or deep relaxation.

The quality of the apparent focussed attention associated with opening the chakras in harmonisation appears different from cognitive processing or anxiety.

Figure 5. Heart rate to respiration ratio for “high” anxiety participants.
where a preponderance of beta activity is to be expected. The reductions in beta activity in both central and temporal areas of the brain were consistent with mental relaxation. Training to increase beta activity has been shown to result in states of relaxed focus, but the opening of the chakras in this study appeared to produce a similar state, while suppressing beta activity.\textsuperscript{37}

As a whole, the EEG results suggest a state of increased mental focus, coupled with a sense of calmness and relaxation.

\textbf{LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY}

\textit{W}e acknowledge clear limitations in this preliminary study due to size constraints. Firstly, all twenty subjects were allocated to the treatment group, with no true randomized control group. Therefore, strict statistical comparisons can only be made between recorded physiological parameters within the four 20-minute intervals, with comparisons between corresponding intervals in harmonisation versus reference “control” being used as a description of trends. Secondly, the calculated effect sizes for different variables indicate that larger groups are required. In order to achieve the power of experiment in the range of 0.8 the treatment group will require at least 60 subjects (these calculations are based on the data from heart rate variability).

\textbf{SUMMARY}

Despite the study’s limitations, the results indicate that neurophysiological methods can be used successfully to monitor the physiological effects of harmonisation. The recorded measurements were stable and sensitive enough to detect small changes in physiological status.

Changes in brain activity occurred primarily with the opening of the chakras, when significant reductions in alpha activity occurred over the frontal areas of the brain, while theta activity was reduced in the temporal areas, and beta activity reduced in the temporal and central brain areas. During the nourishing of the chakras, a significant lowering of the ratios and synchronization of the...
heart rate/breathing patterns occurred among those subjects who were possibly more alert when the 80 minute procedure had been completed. The results suggest that different physiological processes affecting the central and autonomic nervous systems and the cardio-pulmonary system may occur during different phases of harmonisation. They provide some basis to reports of therapeutic benefits of harmonisation and invite further exploration of the still poorly acknowledged or understood, but increasingly documented possibility of connections between prayer, human biofields and health.33
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